Aspects ~onceming the detection of WIMPs are reviewed. These are; the principle of recoil energy of nuclei by scatterd particles. expected rates for detection (Annual Modulation Effect) • and backgrounds reduction.
Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs)
Preliminary Jotrod'uctioo
Our universe is composed or clusters of galaxies. Each galaxy is composed of billions of stars. These stars are distributed in a disk and all are rotating about a distanl center. Galaxies have different shapes.
• Spiral galaxies like our milky way consist of a bright luminous nut disk and a less luminous spheroidal halol J1. See figure (I). Since J982, Astronomers beleived that 90% of our universe is not detected by their instruments III.So,the luminous part of the universe constitutes only 10% of its mass. 3 
Introduction Galactic Dark Matter
The 90% of the invisible mass of our universe is non baryonic [2] . So, three -models of the galaxy formation are suggested [3] . These are: Arguments for the existance of Dark Matter came from optical and radio wave measurements of rotation curves in spiral gaJaxies [ I) .See figure (2). 
\Veakly Interactine Massive Particles (WIMPs)
Cosmology relates the present density of dark matter particles to the interactions cross sections. If dark maller was once in themlal equilibrium with quarks and leptons, then, the present density of the universe is a function of the annhillation rate at the time it has gone out of equilibrium. If the annhillation rate is too small, the expansion of the universe dilutes the dark maller panicles, but their abundance remains too large. This leads to interactions fross-sections of the order of weak 4 intC!ractions. So, they are named WIMPs (Weakly Interacting Massive Panicles) [1] . Their masses rJnge from hundreds KeV to ten thousand GeV.
One of the aspects to introduce WIMPs was to solve the solar neutrino puzzle [4] . Supersymmetry brings several neutrdl particles as candidates for dark matter, (e.g, neutralino; lightest combination of photino higgsino zino [5] . .
Candidates for WIMPs
Candidates for WIMPs are so many, few representitaves of them will be mentioned here. The last two provide hot dark matter [4] . The absorption cross section of neutrinos and antineutrinos in matter is given by : e+ e--+ uu in the cooling process of supernovae. Also, electron neutrinos and antineutrinos are generJted through charge current reactions in nuclei [4] e.g., .
e P -+ n u e • Electron neutrinos and anti neutrinos were observed in connection with SN1987a [5] . Neutrinos produced by the sun are caJled solar neutrinos. The big difference between the theoritical prediction and experimental findings of these neutrinos is a mystery whose ending is not known yet; it is called the solar neutrino puzzle.
Solar neutrinos can be detected through the reaction :
............... (2) Electron neutrinos (but not neutrinos) with an energy of more than 0.814 MeV can be captured The electron is captured from a K shell leaving a hole there. The energy is emitted as an X-ray when an electron from a higher shell fills this hole. or an Auger electron of an energy 2.8 KeV is ejected and can be counted.
The Axjon
The axion is a light pseudoscaler OOson [I] . It is postulated to solve the strong charge parity (CP) problem. Galactic halo axions can be detected by using cryogenic calorimetric techniques [6] .
A1so. axions in an inhomogeneous magnetic field can produce microwave photons [7] . The Qof a microwave cavity could change as it is tuned through the frequency that corresponds to the axion mass. With a sensitivity 100 times the frequency to be measured; frequencies between 4 !leV and 12 !leV have been measured.
Supersymmetric particles
One of the recent constructed theories concerning unification of all fundumental forces including gravity is the supersymmetry theory (SUSY) [8] . It is predicted for every particle in nature a companion of opposite statistics, spin 0, )0 1/2. None of these particles is observed yet. SUSY has a conserved quantum number called R parity.
where B is the ~aryon number. L is the lepton number and S is the spin. So R=+ 1 for particles and R=-1 for their SUSY partiners.
The lightest Supersymmetric Particles (LSP) that could be dark matter are stable; because they have no available decay mode [91. Sparticles that could be LSP include sneutrino of spin 0 .the photino and the higgsino of spin 1/2 and the gravitino of spin 3/2.
Experiments of the type:
e+ e--+ y + (no det ected particles) (4) have put limits on the cross section for:
New experiments at the colliders may give evidence for particles of some mixture of the spin 1/2; the photino and higgsino that could be candidate of dark matter. 
CosmjoDs
Cosmions were introduced to solve the solar neutrino puzzle [10, 11] . Neutrinos are produced in the sun by the Boron weak decay as given by:
................ (6) The apparent deficit of B neutrinos coming from the sun [11] could be explained by cosmions being trapped in the sun [12] and transporting energy from the core to larger solar radii, therefore cooling the central region by 10%, which would reduce the neutrino production by the required factor of three [13] .
Cosmions scatter from nuclei producing nuclear recoil oU few KeY. Since a typical weakly interacting) WIMP has a cross-section of the order of 1rf' cut few thousands such recoils are produced in a kilogram of detector per day. the experimental challenge is to detect these rare weak recoils amidst the background from internal mdioactivhy 114].
Principles of Detection of WIMPs
Since WIMPs are neutral particles ionization principles can not be used to detect them.So. their interaction through.scattering by nuclei is used. The principal of recoil energy of nucJei by scattered particles is used. If a WIMP of mass m and veJosity v , where (B=v/c), is scattered by a nucleus of mass M then the recoil energy of the nucleus can be given [14] by: Another point has to be considered; that the rate of WIMPs to be detected is very low so a huge number of nuclei as scattcrring centers is needed. So, big crystal detectors could be used; where the recoil energy of nuclei transferes imo phonons or thermal heat in the crystal. 
Bnckl:rounds Reduction
To reduce the detection of background panicles and radiation that may mix with WIMPs aqd give wrong results; the following points [1] have to be taken into consideration: .
L The detector has to be located deep under ground to avoid cosmic rays and radiation background available on the surface of the eanh. 2.... Good quality pure crystals of Si and Ge detectors have to be used to avoid remenant radio activity in the detector. Also. sheilding is needed for other remenants (e.g as neutrons from U and Th decays can be thermalized by 40 cm water).
J... Defects in the detector have to be avoided (e.g. bad collection efficiency).
~Electronics noise has to be avoided; since it may simulate dark m~lller signals close to the threshold.
Expected Rates for Detection "Annual Modulation Effects
The motion of the earth relative to the galactic halo provides a distinctive signal for WIMPs detection (151. The galactic halo is not ntpidly rotating. The sun moves around the galactic center on a ne:trly circular orbit with a velocity v = 220 + 20 Km/s . This motion relative to the rest fmme of WIMPs resulls in a strong angular dependence in the event ratc. The earth's. velocity in its motion around the sun is 30 Km/s in an orbit incined 60 degrees relative to the disk of the gahlxy. So, earth's motion produces a seasonal variation in Ihe laboratory velocity relative to the halo. This motion p'rovides a distinctive temporal modulation of the observed event rate, i.e, it can be used to provide a unique signature of galactic WIMPs in cryogenic detectors [14] .
The eanh's motion around the sun produces a seasonal modulation in the total number of events above the energy threshold of the detector [16]. During July. there is ~ component of the earth's . motion around the sun parallel to the sun's motion around the galactic center. This adds 15 Km/s to the motion of the laboratory relative to the non rotating galactic halo. During January. this component is anti-paraJlel and reduces earth's velocity to the halo. The ratio of the July event rate to Ihe January event rate is obtained by integration over aU angles.
Table (1) lists the ampHtude of the seasonaJ modulation effect as afunction of threshold velocity.
The modulation of the dark matter signal in a detector due to the earth motion around the sun is shown in figure (3) .
Isotropic velocity distribution function of WIMPs in the halo has been assumed. Farther attention has to be taken for uncertainities arising from unisotropy and other minor sources (e.g. halo density) [17] .
The annual modulation effect can be used for farther background supression. 
CryoJ:enic Detectors for \VIMPs
Many types of cryogenic detectors are under developmem for the detection of WIMPs. These detectors are operated at low temperatures « 1 K) or even as low as ( 5 mK ) . The use of low temperature detectors is due to their high energy resolution, high sensitivity to non ionizing panicles and low energy threshold. Few types of these detectors are mentioned here.
) Massiye Crysta I Phonon Detectors
As mentioned before, the detection rate of WIMPs is very low; I event/kglday. So, massive crystal detectors are used for WIMPs detection. A typical model of these is the Si Crystal BaJJasitic Phonon Detectors [18,]9] shown in figure (4).
F11. ~ Ballistic phonon detector. Block on lert shows Honte Carlo calculation or bailistio phonon arrival points on the racea or a I k, alii con cube rollowln, the deposition ot I keY at a point In the Interior. Tunnel Junction strip phonon detectors are shown coverl", thl rael' or the cube on the r18ht [lS1.
These detectors take advantage of the very long mean free path of phonons propagating in Si crystal at low temperatures. Non-thermal phonons from the interacting region can propagate ballistically to the surface and can be detected there. Monte carlo calculation shows the position of phonons arriveing on the surface of 1 kg Cubic Si crystal after 1 kev has been deposited inside the crystal ,figure (4). The phonons are focused along cenain preffered direction due to the inosotropic elastic constant of Silicon. The location of the event within the detector can be detennined allowing to discriminate against background events arriving from the outside. Small sllperconducting tunnel junctions (STJ's) can work as sensitive phonon detectors. A large area of the block surface has to be covered with these detectors and the tunnel junctions have to be adjusted to this area for proper perfonnance. (5) . This detector is operated at low temperature.
The idea of detection is that; when a particle hits the crystal it gives it energy. The crystal has a very low heat capacity. So, there will be an appreciable change in its temperature due to the absorbed heat quantum. This change in temperature will result in a great change in the f\!sistance of the thermistor.
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The change in resistance can be measured by using a highly sensitive electronic Wheatstone bridge. From the change in the resistance the change in temperature is calculated, and the energy of the heat quantum and incident particle is found. This detector has a very high resolving power. It is developed to measure the electron neutrino and for low energy radiation spectroscopy. A huge number of these detectors can be connected togother in arrays and used for the detection of WIMPs. .
Fil-A). Schematic side view of the detector. The detector body (1.) is etched out in a Si wafer. The anale II is dependent on the crystal directions and is in this case 35.3° since the etch speed in the (111) direction is the fastest. Conlacls (2) and thermistor (J) are implanted directly into the detector which avoids prohlems wilh lhe mism!ltch in Ihe refractive indic.:es of di((erenl materials lhat aivesrisc to a Kapitza-resistance. The Si02 layers (5) are pari of the manufacluring process bUI also serve as mechanical supporl between the detector body and the surrounding Si. The thermal leak and electrical leads (4) I. WIMPs were introduced by many theories to solve he solar neutrino puzzle, the strong Charge Parity CP problem and for the unifkation of the fOllr fundumenUlI forces. 2. WIMPs are non buryonic panicles that might be the constituents of the invisible or dark matter in the universe. 3. Developement of high resolution cryogenic detectors is necessary to justify the existance of WIMPs. 4. Confinnation of the existance of WIMPs or rolling them out will participate in th developement of Physics theories for a deeper understanding of our uni,(erse.
